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How to Understand the Radiation Effects of Small Dose
—Some Critical Comments on ICRP Recommendations

TATSUO MATSUURA
Radiation Education Forum, Sanwa Daiichi Building, 1-17-2, Nishi-Shimbashi,

Minato-ku, Tokyo, 105 JAPAN

SUMMARY The widespread "radiophobia" by the public is mostly based on the "linear
no-threshold hypothesis" adopted by ICRP for the risk of ionizing radiation. This hypothesis,
which assumes even a single beam of radiation can be harmful and is now regarded as if a fact
for non-professionals, has now become one of the controversial scientific topics. In this paper,
some critical comments on this hypothesis were presented from several points. First point is the
question of assessment of individual radiation dose by the atomic-bomb survivors used in the
present epidemiological data. Secondly, a brief review was given on the radiation effect at the
level of background radiations, including the information on radiation hormesis, which is effect that
cannot be anticipated from the data of higher dose. The importance of dose rate effect was
explained by using a simple mathematical analysis of typical data. Finally, a proposal of adopting
a new type of radiation paradigm, by estimating scientifically reasonable "de minimis" level both
for dose and dose rate, under which value the radiation effect is practically harmless.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present, the general public in all over the
world have an excessive fear and concern for
the risk of radiation and radioactivity. If
things will be left as they are, not only the
sound development of peaceful uses of nuclear
technology and use of ionizing radiations in
various fields will be hindered and may lead
to earlier global energy crisis, but also not a
few innocent people will never cease to suffer
from the psychological stress by unnecessary
fear for the risk of very minor amount of
radiation, due to ignorance of true scientific
facts.

As a scientist who had been engaged in a
specialized research of radioisotopes but is
now engaged in an activity of proliferating the
correct knowledge of ionizing radiation and
nuclear technology in various ways (1,2,3), I
would like to present some ideas of how to
understand the effect of low-level radiation
especially at low dose rate, as a form of
critical comments to the recent ICRP
recommendations (4).

As all of us are well aware, we human beings
have been continuously exposed to small dose
of natural background radiation since our birth
on Earth, and this radiation level depends
from site to site, i.e., in Japan it varies from
ca 4#R/hr to ca 17 //R/hr (5,6). We believe
humans must be endowed with resistance to
this small amount of ionizing radiation
although its large amount is harmful, just as
for other various toxic substances existing in
our environment. Also, our common sense
expects that even if an additional small
exposure is given within the variation of
natural level, it will do no harm to human
body.

In reality, it has recently been found
experimentally that the small dose of ionizing
radiation is necessary for cell proliferation (7),
and there are many epidemiological and
experimental data which indicate that a small
dose of radiation seems to have rather a
beneficial effect for living matters (8~12).
Thus the concept of "RADIATION
HORMESIS" as emerged. "Hormesis" is the
name given to "any physiological effect which
occurs at low doses and which cannot be
anticipated by extrapolation from toxic effects
noted at high doses" (8) or "the stimulating
effects of small doses of substances that in
larger doses are toxic" (12).

Many scientists nowadays point out that ICRP
recommendations are responsible to the present
situation of "radiophobia" of the general
public, and now there appear not a few papers
which explicitly criticize the underlying
principle of ICRP—the linear non-threshold
model (11~16), although if such opinion is
disclosed in a popular journal such as ref. 13
it readily is attacked by some opposing
opinions (17). However, the present ICRP
recommendations for radiation protection
regime are made "by extrapolating the
scientific facts observed at high and medium
levels to low dose, and by adding some social
consideration" (18). The "extrapolation"
assumes that quite the identical mechanism
governs in every dose level, and that there is
no threshold (under which there is no harm)
in every type of cancer, and the
dose-response relationship is linear to zero
dose at very low level (19). This linear
no-threshold model of ICRP is a
HYPOTHESIS adopted since 1958 from the
standpoint of radiation protection (20). This
very understandable concept, that radiation of
a single track can be injury to the cells of



living matters and be harmful, has been
accepted as if a FACT by the majority of
people, and frequently exaggerated by mass
media, the phrase "radiation is very dangerous
even at small amount" has now become the
common sense as is described in many school
textbooks (1,2,3).

We recognize this concept served, as a merit,
for establishing the "safety culture" for
radiation protection and providing the
complete regulatory regime for ionizing
radiation in every country. On the other
hand, it has brought several demerits. The
widespread, never-ceasing anti-nuclear
emotion by the public will bring enormous
economical cost for energy production, and
many people in general feel anxiety for the
nuclear installations and the related event,
sometimes an extreme psychological stress by
the people involved in some nuclear accident
induced several tragedies. For example, it has
been reported that many residents living in the
contaminated area near Chernobyl got ill from
mental stress, and the number of abortions in
a country far from Chernobyl increased after
the accident (21). We hope ICRP will not
only re-assess the risk of low-level radiations
based on many recent experimental evidences,
but also pay much sociological consideration
on the majority of innocent people worried by
incorrect information.

Government in every country, which has been
"recommended" to adopt the newest
recommendations (1990 ICRP recommenda-
tions), is now in the procedure of considering
to incorporate them to some extent into each
own radiation regulation regime. In Japan, the
Radiation Council of the government has
recently disclosed a memo reporting the
process of discussion in the meeting openly
and has collected public opinions. Thus in
Japan, this issue, whether there is a threshold
dose or not for "probabilistic effects"
(carcinogenicity and mutanogenicity), including
the fundamental mechanism of carcinogenesis,
has become one of the important topics of
scientific discussion (19, 22). Several
researchers have recognized that recent
scientific (both epidemiological and
experimental) data suggest that quite different
mechanisms are working at low doses from
those at high doses, such as an "adaptable
response" observed at cSv levels and enhanced
immunocompetence as some forms of radiation
hormesis (10,12,23,24). However, the "most
of the radiation protectionists are conserva-
tive", and it seems a long way until the ICRP
will in some near future amend its basic
principle from the present "old paradigm" to
"new paradigm", by discarding the "linear

no-threshold relationship" model (15).

As for the mutanogenicity—genetic hazards, it
was very happy for us, including our Japanese
A-bomb survivors, that the recent
epidemiological studies show that "no
significant increase in genetic damage has
been observed" among the children from
atomic-bomb (A-bomb) survivors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (25).

Here is one recent topics. As for shortening
of life after radiation exposure, the recent
TIME magazine (26) briefly reports "the
A-bomb survivors seem to be by some
measures outliving contemporaries who were
not exposed", and it was criticized by the
scientist who was interviewed by the magazine
writer that "the article is bad" (27), and
opposing comments appeared soon in later
issue of that magazine (28). In reality, a
report on the possible longevity of A-bomb
survivors appeared in an authoritative Japanese
academic journal, in which a hormetic
tendency was observed in a limited small dose
level, only in male survivors (29). Thus,
although it seems to me this is one of the
controversial topics, an expert says that there
is a definite threshold for the longevity
induced by low dose of radiation (30,31). So
the present controversy seems to be only
focussed to the cancer risk.

Although 1 am not an expert of radiology but
only a new-comer in this field, I have a keen
interest in this important topic, i,e, how to
understand and explain the effects of radiation
at low dose to as many non-professionals as
possible. In this paper, as a form of critical
comments on the ICRP recommendations, a
few topics of which 1 have recently learned
are presented. These include a new aspect on
the dose-response relationship of the
epidemiological data of A-bomb survivors, a
brief summary of data of natural, high
background area, the dose rate effect, and the
proposal of revising the present paradigm by
adopting the "de minimis " or exemption level
for low dose especially at very low dose rate.
For the purpose of demonstrating that an
animal in general has a repairability of
radiation damage, an example of a simple
mathematical analysis of dose-rate effect on
the lethality data of mice (32,33) was added
as Appendix.

2 . C O M M E N T S ON T H E
DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP AT
LOW DOSE

2.1 On "Linear No-Threshold
Relationship" at Low Dose
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The actual process occurring in living matters
is very complex, and many researchers are
studying the mechanism of carcinogenesis
induced by radiation and other carcinogen.
Here, we only discuss the overall dependence
of probability of appearance of cancer upon
radiation dose and dose rate, especially at
their respective low values.

The general dose response relationship for
whole dose range assumed by ICRP is as
shown in Fig. 1 (4), which shows no
threshold. This curve has various slopes of
the linear part at zero dose, depending on the
ways of extrapolation, i.e, from high, medium,
or low dose level. The slope represents the
risk coefficient per unit dose. The ICRP text
allows further reduction of the slope
depending on dose rate. The reduction
coefficient is called DDREF (dose and dose
rate effectiveness factor), which value may be
assumed to be 2 ~10 according to ICRP and
other official reports. However, in ICRP
recommendations 2, the most conservative
value, is adopted "for the sake of radiation
safety" (4).

What we have interest is:
(1) Is "no-threshold" concept for induced
carcinogenesis scientifically correct?
(2) When dose rate becomes lower and lower
up to the level of natural background
radiation, how much is the proper value for
DDREF?
In this paper a few comments will be stated
in connection with these questions.

2.1.1 On the dose-response relationship of
A-bomb survivors
Some of the most recent epidemiological data
at low dose level for A-Bomb survivors are
as shown in Fig. 2 (34) and Fig. 3 (31),
which are considered to be very authentic,
because these data are based on much
elaborated studies for many years. The
experts of radiology conclude that "these data
do not show statistically significant evidence
of presence of threshold" (22). However, I
have a fundamental question for these data, as
to the actual dose received by A-Bomb
survivors.

I remember that, as one of air-raid sufferers
in another city in Japan in that period, many
sufferers lived for many years in temporarily
constructed houses at the same places as they
lived before soon after their houses were burnt
down. I believe that a considerable number
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors lived in
this way, that means, they must have received
some additional chronic exposure from
elevated background radiation due to fall-out

or neutron-induced radioactivities in the
surrounding ground. If this contribution could
be estimated and added to the radiation dose
already estimated at the instant of A-bomb
explosion (as "T65D" or "DS86"), the total
doses actually received by the survivors
become higher than those shown in Figs. 2
and 3. Then, all the plots of Figs. 2 and 3
will shift rightward, the whole picture of
which is schematically shown in Fig. 4 (a and
b).

If the additional dose is the same for the
whole people studied, the resulting revised
dose-response relationship will be as shown in
Fig. 4-a, and the extrapolation will probably
give a threshold value. However, the real
picture will, with the erratic point as stated in
the next paragraph, probably be as shown in
Fig. 4-b, because the additional dose depends
on the place where the survivor lived. The
nearer he/or she was in relation to the site of
explosion and received the higher
instantaneous dose, in general, the higher must
have been the level of the surrounding
activity, thus the larger the additional
integrated exposure. So, this consideration
may not help to show the presence of a
threshold. However, it will very probably
serve the lowering of the slope of the curve
or the straight line, and lower the risk
coefficient.

Fig 4-b includes the erratic point, where the
contribution of the additional exposure is
relatively high compared with the intensity of
instantaneous exposure. This is such a case
as the residents at Nishiyama District (located
3 km from the site of explosion) in Nagasaki.
There, the instantaneous radiation was shielded
by mountain but the "black rain" containing
the fall-out nuclides gave the 280 residents a
chronic exposure of as much as 0.2 Sv and
caused an abnormal increase in leukocytes of
most residents for several months (35,11). It
is well known that the "black rain" fell also
in Hiroshima. Thus it is possible that the
proportionality of the additional dose to the
instantaneous dose may not in general be so
good as stated in the preceding paragraph, and
this might cause the appearance of a threshold
with a little higher probability.

An additional aspect as to the dose of
A-bomb survivors, which has been pointed
out by Prof. Sugahara (36), is the fact that the
doses for the exposed group below 0.01 Gy
has until quite recently been treated as "zero
dose group" such as in ref. 34. Since 1996,
such as in ref. 33, "zero" means <0.005 Gy.
I agree with the opinion of this expert that it
is a question to discuss the effects of



epidemiological data of Hiroshima from such
treatment of the data for "zero dose".
Namely, since this zero dose value represents
the control, if a hormetic effect actually had
occurred within this dose level, every other
value at higher dose will show only positive
risk.

2.1.2 Effect of radiation at natural
background level
At present a detailed map of natural
background data (the cosmic ionizing radiation
and earth's crust gamma rays) in many
districts in Japan is available (5,6) and the
level ranges from ~ 4 #R/hr to ~17#R/hr.
The epidemiological studies were done to
investigate the relation between the natural
background level and the standardized
mortality ratio (SMR) by various cancers (6).
The conclusion drawn is that the observation
as a mass afford no correlation.

Another important finding is the
epidemiological data of Misasa spa district in
Tottori Prefecture of Japan, which is famous
for one of the highest content of radon.
According to Dr. Tanooka and his
collaborators (37), the carcinogenic rate in
stomach in the residents at high background
level of radon concentration at Misasa is
smaller than those of control area. Such
observation suggests the hormetic effect of
small amount of radon. This result is very
interesting because the radon content in the air
in the uranium mine and also in ordinary
residence has once been reported harmful in
U. S. A. (38), although the data were
analyzed by Prof. Kondo as hormetic (11).
According to the recent UNSCEAR report
1994 (39), "there is little direct evidence on
the risks of lung cancer resulting from
residential exposure by radon".

2.1.3 Epidemiological studies of high
background radiation area (HBRA)
According to the recent Japan-China
collaborative studies (leaders: Dr. L. Wei and
Prof. T. Sugahara) for HBRA in Kanton
District in China, it has been concluded that
there is no statistically significant association
between cancer mortality rate at the high
background area (HB) and that at CA (control
area), where the background radiation level of
HB is about 3 times higher than CA (16).

It has been pointed out that although the
cancer rate is not increased in HBRA, the
frequency of chromosome aberration is
significantly increased (40). So the
investigators conclude that the chromosome
aberration can be a sensitive index of
cumulative dose received, and the mechanism

of carcinogenesis is not identical with that of
chromosome aberration.

In India also, there is a district (Kerala) where
the natural background is much higher than
other places, and the recent study reports that
there is no difference in the cancer rate
between the higher background and the control
area (16,41).

It should be added here that the results of
epidemiological study should be treated
carefully, because there are several difficulties
for obtaining reliable data (42).

22 On the Dose Rate Effect

It is well known in animal experiments that
when the same dose of the same kind of
radiation is given, the effect is usually small
when the exposure is at low dose rate. This
is understood by the recovery action of
damaged cell in living matters during
exposure, and called "dose rate effect".
Similar recovery has been observed as "Elkind
type recovery", where the sublethal damage is
recovered and lethality becomes lower when
the same dose was given in fractionation for
mammalian cell (33,43.44).

For high LET radiations these effects are
usually small, because they induce much more
unrepairable damage than low-LET radiations.
I once had an interest in the nature of LET
effect for various chemical (and biological)
systems, and has proposed a "high local
temperature model " for high LET radiations
(45), which can favor the chemical reaction
with high activation energy. This concept
might be applicable also to the case of very
high dose rate of low LET radiation, by the
mechanism of overlapping of tracks.

Here, in the opportunity of writing this paper,
a mathematical analysis for phenome-
nologically interpreting the typical data of
dose rate effect of ionizing radiation illustrated
in a text-book (33). The purpose is only to
show that there is a recovery action in the
radiation effect in living matters. The analysis
is shown in Appendix. There is a conclusion
in the analysis that the dose rate effect was
interpreted only by introducing
"linear-quadratic model" for the range of high
dose rate region as written in a text-book
(32). However, the assumed physical meaning
may not be true, because the actual processes
occurring by exposure of radiation to death of
an animal are very complicated.

Recently, an expert team of radiologists
headed by Prof. Sado (22) as well as Prof.
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Kondo (46) proposed for radiation
carcinogenesis the high probability of presence
of a threshold dose-rate region, below which
any harmful effects of radiation cannot be
detected above the control level. In a review
of Prof. Kondo (46) are included as the
example Ootsuyama and Tanooka's results,
showing a threshold dose rate of ca 2
Gy/week for skin cancer of mice repeatedly
irradiated with beta rays from Sr-^Y
(47,48).

2.3 Proposal of Amending "Old Paradigm"

The problem with which we are now
confronted seems to be where we should draw
a line between "safe" and "hazardous" for
radiation dose and for dose rate. As for the
least detectable dose for cancer risk in the
epidemiological data of A-bomb survivors, i.e.
0.2 Gy, the dose rate can be calculated to be
ca 720 Sv/ hr, if it is assumed the dose was
given almost instantaneously, during 1 sec.
On the other hand, the maximum natural
background level (Kerala, India), 10 mSv /y,
corresponds to l.UfiSv/hr. The ratio of 720
Sv/hr (barely possibly hazardous) versus 1.14
fiSv/hr (quite safe) is 6.3 x 108. Unfortunate
thing is that for humans we have no reliable
data of dose and dose rate between these
extremely apart dose rate ranges. I believe,
just as the probable presence of threshold
value for dose, there must be some threshold
dose rate. We expect that useful data will be
available by experiments using animal.
However, It is natural that the threshold dose
values may depend on dose rate, so to obtain
threshold dose value with much reproducibility
and reliability may be considerably difficult,
owing to the dose rate effect.

I agree with Prof. Sado's opinion that too
much emphasis was given on the
epidemiological data of A-bombs for the risk
estimation of low dose (22). The
epidemiological data themselves should not be
regarded "authentic" but need careful
reestimation. However, it is probably very
difficult to obtain better epidemiological data
than the present ones, which do not tell us
definitely the presence or absence of
thresholds. And, as Prof. Sugahara states, "a
long debate will continue among scientists
who support a new model and who insist on
the old one, and it will take a long time
before the new paradigm will be accepted",
and he suggests a compromised amendment
(15,20) for the time being. This is surely an
idea. However, I think that as far as the
linear model is assumed however small is the
risk coefficient, the general public will never
cease to believe that "even a small dose of

radiation is dangerous", because they tend to
consider everything qualitatively, not
quantitatively.

I have a naive question: "Does the natural
background radiation act as the cause of
naturally occurring cancer?" According to the
study by Doll and Peto (49), in U. S. A.
35% and 30% of cancer are caused by food
and tobacco, respectively, and only 3% is
caused by "physical factor", including
radiation. My personal opinion is the
contribution from natural background radiation
is almost negligible. It seems worthwhile
calculating the incidence rate of cancer by the
present risk coefficient for overall exposure or
radiation, including medical exposure.

Among the discussion of ICRP, it has been
reported that there is an idea of the "de
minimis dose", or "exemption dose", under
which value we cannot observe practically any
harmful effect of radiation, so no regulation
on action or source is necessary, and
tentatively the values of 10 # Sv/y and 1 man
Sv/y are presented (18). I hope much more
higher values of the "de minimis level" for
both dose and dose rate will be settled by
some plausible scientific reasoning, hopefully
using recent experimental and epidemiological
evidences. I think the adoption of this
concept, which may be one new type of
radiation paradigm, will contribute to save
much money and energy from costly control
of radiation and to ease the fear for radiation
cherished by the majority of people in the
world.

In accordance with this concept, the author
has learned very recently the suggestion for
"Setting standards for radiation protection"
(16). The paper reports with many references
that "heterogeneous groups of humans have,
without observed ill effect, tolerated chronic
radiation exposure of at least 6 mSv y'1 and
can tolerate acute exposure of at least 0.1 Sv,
also with no effect," and that Health Physics
Society's position statement (50) recommends
that "estimates of risk should be limited to
individuals receiving a dose of 5 rem in one
year or a lifetime dose of at least 10 rem in
addition to natural background. Below these
doses, risk estimates should not be used." I
sincerely hope ICRP, as well as every
government, will earnestly consider these
suggestions.

3. APPENDIX. EXAMPLE OF A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF
THE DOSE RATE EFFECT

Some phenomenological approach to interpret



the dose rate effect was attempted, on the data
shown in a literature (32,33) The original
data is as shown in Table 1, in which almost

the same total dose was given to mice at
different dose rate.

Table 1. values of mice which were irradiated by X-rays at various dose rate

Dose rate (rad/min) Irrad. time LD,50(30) 1 / LD50(30)

706
68
8
4.5
3
2.5

1 min
11 -13 .5
2 hr
4 hr
6 hr
8 hr

min
788 ± 24
850 ± 12

948 ± 8
1030 ± 10
1040 ± 12
1097 ± 31

1.269 X1(T3

1.176 X10"3

1.055 X10"3

9.71 X10"4

9.62 X10"4

9.12 XlO"4

The following assumptions were made:
(1) Ionizing radiation produces partially
damaged or unstable cells in proportion to the
dose delivered per unit time, but the number
of the partially damaged (or unstable) cells
(NP) decrease at the same time with a definite
decay rate (A) by some disappearing
mechanisms, such as repairing or apoptosis
(self-suiciding action) during irradiation.
(2) The number of partially damaged cells at
the end of irradiation is proportional to the
number of lethally damaged cells (N^).
(3) Number of lethally damaged cells (N^) is
proportional to the reciprocal of L D ^ ^ value,
i.e. to 1 / LD50(30).

These assumptions can be expressed by the
following formulas, where D is dose rate:

dNP
= k D - A N P (1)

kD
( 1 - e x p [ - A t ] ) (3)

LD
= k ' D ( 1 - exp[ - 0.693/Tujt]) (4)

dt

N oc
LD

1

LD,
(2)

SOOO)
By solving eq. (1) and using eq. (2),

50(30)

where T w is half life of disappearing of the
damaged cells, t is time during irradiation, and
k, k' are constant. Although the number and
quality of the damaged cells may change after
the end of irradiation, here assumed that the
change is equal for every condition.

We calculated a better-fit parameter for Tm
among several discretely selected values. It
has proved to be 200 min, as shown in Table
2. However, as shown in the table, the
relative relation between the two LD^™
values at high dose rate cannot be analyzed
by eq. (4), i.e., only by linear term of D. So
we introduced additional quadratic term for
dose rate, i.e (D + k"D2) instead of D. This
analysis is also included in the Table 2, in
which an additional adjustable parameter k"
was chosen to fit the relative values of two
values at high dose rate, here k" = 1.11x10 ~6.

Table 2. Analysis of data of Table 1 by assuming a model with best-fit parameters of
and k"

D(rad/min)

706
68
8
4.5
3
2.5

t(min)

1
12

120
240
360
480

D x exp[-0.693/T1/2t]*

2.436
2.762
2.716
2.537
2.135
2.024

(0.88 )
(1 )
(0.983)
(0.918)
(0.773)
(0.733)

(D + k"D2)x exp[ ] *

2.980 (1.076)
2.767 (1 )
2.716 (0.982)
2.537 (0.917)
2.135 (0.772)
2.024 (0.731)

1 / LD5O(3O)*

(1.079)
(1 )

(0.897)
(0.826)
(0.818)
(0.775)

*The parentheses show the values of ratio normalized to the value at 68 rad/min.

Tentative conclusions from this simple analysis
are as follows:
(1) Among several values, 60, 100, 200, and
300 min., which were chosen for the
parameter Tm, 200 min (ca 3 hr) gave the
best agreement with the observed values.

This value might have correlation with the
time interval (12 hr) for which "Elkind type
recovery" becomes apparent for Chinese
hamster cells (33).
(2) The necessity of introducing the quadratic
term of D for fitting the observed data may



mean the mutual interaction of the initially
formed, partially damaged species, or the
interaction of the damaged species with some
radiation-induced product of intracellular
components (such as the free radicals
produced by the radiolysis of intracellular
water), can play an important role in the high
dose rate levels, corresponding to the spatially
increased concentration of the damaged cells
with increasing dose rate.

4. CONCLUSION

(1) Critical comments on ICRP
recommendations were made from several
points. The recommendations should be
amended, both by honestly adopting the recent
scientific findings and by carefully considering
several non-scientific factors which influence
the feelings of majority of people and
economy for keeping radiation safety, from the
global point of view.
(2) As for the determination of presence or
absence of threshold and assessment of risk
coefficient at low dose from epidemiological
data, it seems necessary to re-estimate the
individual dose of A-bomb survivors by
considering their additional chronic exposure
due to living after explosion at the
contaminated area, and to reconsider the
treatment of data of "zero-exposure" group.
(3) Recent experimental data at the
background level radiation show several
evidences of no harm or hormetic effects at
low dose and low dose rate exposure.
(4) The dose rate effect should thoroughly be
investigated, and the risk coefficient at various
conditions should be re-estimated. For an
educational purpose, a mathematical analysis
of an example of dose rate effect for an
experimental animal was illustrated.
(5) A new paradigm for radiation effect is
hoped to be established by adopting some
suitable "de minimis" levels both for dose and
dose rate, and recently suggested values for
setting standards in accordance with this
concept were shown.
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